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Abstract

This paper describes the modifications and evolution of a thermal pulse combustion
model for predicting the combustion oscillations of an aerovalved 250 kW pulse combustor
incorporating a soot formation-combustion model. Validation of the model is carried out from the
experimental data of an aerovalved Helmholtz type pulse combustor, where a sinusoidal air inlet mass
flow coupled with pressure oscillations within the combustor is needed to model the instabilities of
combustion oscillations correctly. The model is used to investigate the influence of different boundary
conditions on combustion oscillations and soot production in the pulse combustor. The results identify
the operating conditions for which continuous oscillations, steady flames and flame extinction occur.
The results also show that for ambient temperatures of inlet air (lower than 325 K) with wall
temperatures lower than 1100 K soot emission from propane firing pulse combustors is negligible.
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ﭼﮑـﻴﺪﻩ ﺍﻳﻦ ﻣﻘﺎﻟﻪ ﺗﻮﺳﻌﻪ ﻭ ﺗﮑﻤﻴﻞ ﻳﮏ ﻣﺪﻝ ﺗﺤﻠﻴﻠﻲ ﺑﺮﺍﻱ ﭘﻴﺸﮕﻮﻳﻲ ﻧﻮﺍﺳﺎﻧﺎﺕ ﺍﺣﺘﺮﺍﻗﻲ ﻭ ﺗﻮﻟﻴﺪ ﺩﻭﺩﻩ ﺭﺍ ﺩﺭ ﻳﮏ
 ﻣﻘﺎﻳﺴﻪ ﻧﺘﺎﻳﺞ ﻣﺪﻝ ﺑﺎ ﺩﺍﺩﻩ ﻫﺎﻱ. ﮐﻴﻠﻮ ﻭﺍﺕ ﺍﺭﺍﺋﻪ ﻣﻲ ﮐﻨﺪ٢٥٠ ﻣﺤﻔﻈـﻪ ﺍﺣـﺘﺮﺍﻕ ﺿـﺮﺑﻪ ﺍﻱ ﺑـﺎ ﺷﻴﺮ ﻫﻮﺍﻳﻲ ﻭ ﻇﺮﻓﻴﺖ
ﺁﺯﻣﺎﻳﺸـﮕﺎﻫﻲ ﻧﺸـﺎﻥ ﻣـﻲﺩﻫـﺪ ﮐﻪ ﺑﺮﺍﻱ ﭘﻴﺸﮕﻮﻳﻲ ﺻﺤﻴﺢ ﻧﺎﭘﺎﻳﺪﺍﺭﻱ ﻫﺎﻱ ﻧﻮﺳﺎﻧﺎﺕ ﺍﺣﺘﺮﺍﻗﻲ ﻧﻴﺎﺯ ﺑﻪ ﺟﺮﻳﺎﻥ ﻭﺭﻭﺩﻱ
 ﺑﺎ ﺍﺳﺘﻔﺎﺩﻩ ﺍﺯ ﻣﺪﻝ ﺍﺛﺮ ﺷﺮﺍﻳﻂ.ﺳﻴﻨﻮﺳـﻲ ﻫﻮﺍ ﺑﺎ ﺩﺭ ﻧﻈﺮ ﮔﺮﻓﺘﻦ ﺍﺛﺮ ﻧﻮﺍﺳﺎﻧﺎﺕ ﻓﺸﺎﺭ ﺩﺭ ﺩﺍﺧﻞ ﻣﺤﻔﻈﻪ ﺍﺣﺘﺮﺍﻕ ﻣﻲﺑﺎﺷﺪ
ﻣـﺮﺯﻱ ﺑـﺮ ﻧﻮﺳـﺎﻧﺎﺕ ﺍﺣـﺘﺮﺍﻕ ﻭ ﺗﻮﻟﻴﺪ ﺩﻭﺩﻩ ﺩﺭ ﺩﺍﺧﻞ ﻣﺤﻔﻈﻪ ﺍﺣﺘﺮﺍﻕ ﺿﺮﺑﻪ ﺍﻱ ﻣﻮﺭﺩ ﻣﻄﺎﻟﻌﻪ ﻗﺮﺍﺭ ﮔﺮﻓﺘﻪ ﻭ ﺷﺮﺍﻳﻂ
ﻣـﻮﺭﺩ ﻧـﻴﺎﺯ ﺑـﺮﺍﻱ ﺗـﺪﺍﻭﻡ ﻧﻮﺳـﺎﻧﺎﺕ ﭘﺎﻳﺪﺍﺭ ﻭ ﻫﻤﭽﻨﻴﻦ ﺷﺮﺍﻳﻄﻲ ﮐﻪ ﺷﻌﻠﻪ ﻫﺎﻱ ﺑﺪﻭﻥ ﻧﻮﺳﺎﻥ ﻳﺎ ﺧﺎﻣﻮﺷﻲ ﺷﻌﻠﻪ ﺭﺥ
 ﻧﺘﺎﻳﺞ ﻧﺸﺎﻥ ﻣﻲﺩﻫﺪ ﮐﻪ ﺑﺮﺍﻱ ﻫﻮﺍﻱ ﻭﺭﻭﺩﻱ ﺑﺎ ﺩﻣﺎﻱ ﻣﺤﻴﻂ ﻭ. ﻣـﻮﺭﺩ ﺗﺠـﺰﻳﻪ ﻭ ﺗﺤﻠﻴﻞ ﻗﺮﺍﺭ ﮔﺮﻓﺘﻪ ﺍﺳﺖ،ﻣـﻲﺩﻫـﺪ
 ﺗﻮﻟﻴﺪ ﺩﻭﺩﻩ ﺩﺭ ﻣﺤﻔﻈﻪ ﻫﺎﻱ ﺍﺣﺘﺮﺍﻕ ﺿﺮﺑﻪ ﺍﻱ ﺑﺎ ﺳﻮﺧﺖ ﭘﺮﻭﭘﺎﻥ ﻧﺎﭼﻴﺰ١١٠٠ K ﻫﻤﭽﻨﻴـﻦ ﺩﻣـﺎﻱ ﺩﻳـﻮﺍﺭﻩ ﮐﻤﺘﺮ ﺍﺯ
.ﺍﺳﺖ

1. INTRODUCTION
The need for highly efficient combustion systems
especially after the oil crisis of early seventies, has
led to active research in pulse combustion.
Pulsating combustion is a non-steady process that
involves the coupling of a complicated transient
flow field, generated by a transient energy release,
with a resonant acoustic wave. Pulsed combustors
have many advantages over conventional burners,
such as high combustion and thermal efficiencies
with low excess air values, high rates of heat
transfer, high combustion intensities (the energy
release per unit volume), self-aspiration, capability
to burn a variety of fuels (including low quality
fuels), and low emissions of NOx and CO [1,2,3].
The pulse combustors are simple devices
consisting principally of fuel and air inlet valves, a
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combustor chamber, and a resonance tube
(tailpipe) for exhausting the combustion products
(Figure 1). After the initial start-up the pulsating
combustion process occurs spontaneously without
the need of a spark plug. Periodic (pulse)
combustion in the combustion chamber is driven
/maintained by the acoustic mode in the tailpipe.
The operation of the pulse combustor occurs in
three phases [4]. In the first phase, ignition of the
combustible mixture occurs by the remaining hot
burned gas from the previous cycle. The burned
gas expands and moves outwards the inlet and the
exit of the combustion chamber. In the second
phase the burned gas moves out through the tail
pipe and the pressure in the combustion chamber
falls. The pressure eventually falls below the
atmospheric pressure (or upstream pressure) due to
the momentum effect of the outward moving gases
Vol. 16, No. 3, September 2003 - 293

Figure 1. Sketch of pulse combustor consisting of fuel and air inlets, a combustion chamber and a tailpipe. The combustion chamber
and tailpipe are joined by a transition section [8].

and the outflow slows down. In the third phase fuel
and air enter the combustor. The momentum
effects cause the pressure to rise above the ambient
value. Due to high temperature in the combustor
the mixture of fuel and air self-ignites and thus, the
entire oscillating cycle repeats itself. Although
there are several different types of pulse
combustors (for example, the quarter wave or
Schmidt tube, the Rijke tube, the Helmholtz
resonator, and the Reynst pulse pot), the
underlying principle controlling their operation is
the same-namely; the periodic addition of heat
must be in phase with the resonant pressure
oscillations. This commonly referred to as
Rayleigh’s criterion. Pulse combustion technology
has been utilized in a wide range [1,5]. The most
useful application to date has been in the field of
fluid heating. The gas burning Helmholtz type
pulse combustors in particular have proven most
popular in this area. Lennox, Hydrotherm, and
Fulton and Pulsonex companies have achieved
noted commercial success. In 1993 Lennox has
sold over one million of warm air furnaces (12 to
38 kW) in the U.S. [5].
Studies have shown that the flow oscillations
increase the rate of mass, momentum (i.e. mixing)
and heat transfer [6,7]. Convective heat transfer
rates from the oscillating flows, such as those
found in a pulse combustor tailpipe, can be much
higher than those of steady turbulent flows with the
same mean Reynolds number [8,9]. The
compactness of pulse combustors due to high heat
transfer rates and the ability of these devices to
pump their own air, completely independent of
external energy sources, have intrigued designers
294 - Vol. 16, No. 3, September 2003

of combustion equipment and have led to
production low cost compact heat exchangers.
Although pulse combustion can provide the
inherent advantages described above, there are
naturally restrictions and limitations of this
technology. The limitations of pulse combustion
technology are: excessive noise outputs, the
destructive nature of the flow oscillations and
sensitivity to gas composition. The sound pressure
levels inherent to the pulse combustion process are
often cited as a serious restriction. The noise
emission can however be ameliorated through the
use of appropriate silencing techniques including
the decoupling chamber [10]. The periodic
pressure oscillations and associated flow field
inside a typical pulse combustor is inherently
destructive. Pulse combustion devices need
therefore to be constructed from suitable materials
and be suitably mounted and located. Pulse
combustors can also cause strong mechanical
vibrations in nearby structures and machine
components.
Two types of pulse combustor inlet valves
have been developed: the aerodynamical-valve
type and the mechanical-valve type [1]. In the
aerovalve type combustors the cold air in the inlet
confinement acts as a resistance for the gases in the
combustion chamber to leave through the inlet.
However, in practice a considerable amount of gas
may flow through the inlet at the pressure part of
the cycle. The mechanical valve inlet, such as a
flopper valve, permits flow in only one direction.
Although the technology of pulse combustion
has been known for many years, fundamental
understanding of pulse combustion is limited
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Figure 2. Predicted temperature and pressure history (0-500 ms) in the pulse combustor.

compared to that of rival combustion technologies
[11,12]. Because of the lack of fundamental
information the design and development of pulse
combustors has proceeded largely by trail and
error, a method that is time-consuming, costly, and
that does not guarantee an optimum design. As the
operating principle of pulse combustors based
upon the coupling of a transient flow field with an
acoustic pressure field, the simulation of the
coupling of these flows is complicated. A number
of theoretical models have been developed for
simulation of pulse combustion [13-16]. Richard et
al.
[13]
demonstrated
theoretically and
experimentally that relatively large amplitude
combustion oscillations could be produced in a
premixed pulse combustor. Tsujimoto and Machii
[14] employed the method of characteristics in the
modeling of a Helmholtz pulse combustor. They
concluded that the periodic combustion delay time
plays a significant role in the burner operation and
that the processes that control this delay time are
also important. Morel [15] gained results from a
finite difference model that solves one-dimensional
wave equations of mass, momentum and energy.
Benelli et al. [16] presented preliminary results of
2D simulations of the Lennox Warm Air Furnace
using the FLUENT software. Frequencies were
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accurately predicted, but timing of combustion to
the correct phase, to satisfy Rayleigh Criterion,
was problematic.
The purpose of this work is to develop and
implement a phenomenological model of pulsating
combustion for predicting the dominant feature of
the process in an aerovalved pulse combustor for
which experimental results are available. The
model will be used to investigate the influence of
valve dynamics, inlet fuel input and thermal
boundary conditions on combustion oscillations
and soot production in the pulse combustor.

Governing Equations

The zero-dimensional
model initially proposed by Richards et. al. [13] is
used in this analysis. As this model considers
stoichiometric condition with a steady supply of
fuel and air mixture, the paper concentrates on
modifications to incorporate the stoichiometric and
non-stoichiometric of non-premixed supply (with
the assumption that mixing occurs well ahead of
the flame zone) and to account for soot production
in the pulse combustor. The model geometry of
pulse combustor is shown in ure 1.

Air Inlet Combustor

Although fuel and air
enter separately through two mass flow inlets, due
to high mixing rates in the pulse combustors [1,4],
Vol. 16, No. 3, September 2003 - 295

Figure 3. The frequency of oscillations in the pulse combustor.

the combustion zone control volume is treated as a
well mixed region and the burning process is
considered in terms of homogeneous premixed
conditions [17]. The basic equations describing the
combustion/acoustic oscillations are conservation
equations for energy, mass and species in
combustion chamber and momentum in the
tailpipe. The control volume equation for energy
conservation in the combustion zone is [13]:

r)
d
ρ ε dv + ∫ ρ v .nε ds
∫
cs
dt cv
rr
r)
+ ∫ pv .nds + ∫ q.n ds = ∫ Qdv
cs

cs

(1)

cv

where ε = e + (1/2)v2, e is specific internal energy,
(1/2)v2 is the specific kinetic energy, Q represents
the heat release per unit volume from combustion
r
and the vector q stands for heat transfer at the
control volume interface. Thus, the term

∫

cs

v)
q.n ds

represents the control volume gain in thermal
energy via heat transfer from the combustor wall.
Equation 1 is simplified subjected to the following
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assumptions. The specific kinetic energy
contributions, v2/2, to the combustor volume are
small compared to the specific internal energy, e.
The combustor volume is considered as a
homogeneous zone, and ideal gas property
relations (including constant specific heat Cv) are
used: e = Cv T, ρ = P/RT, Cp= Cv+R and speed of
sound is √γRT. The surface integral is evaluated by
specifying the instantaneous mass inlet and exit
rates mi and me. In the initial analysis, the inlet
mass flow rates assumed to be constant throughout
the cycle.
Using the above definitions and assumptions,
and expressing the heat transfer in terms of the
wall temperature Tw and heat transfer coefficient h,
Equation 1 becomes:

m T meT
hA
1 dp
] + Q + s (Tw − T )
= Cp[ i i −
V
V
V
γ − 1 dt
(2)
where V is the combustion zone volume, As is the
combustor surface area, γ is the specific-heat ratio,
Ti is the inlet temperature and Te is the combustor
exit temperature.
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Figure 4. Effect of wall temperature on the fuel mass fraction oscillations.

From the balance equation for mass in the
combustion zone, and using the above assumptions
and simplifications:

dρ m i − m e
=
dt
V

(3)

τc = (ρoCpTo) /Q
(A characteristic combustion time)

(10)

(4)

Combining Equation 2 with Equation 4 and
defining the following definitions and variables:
zi = mi /V
(Inlet mass flow per combustion zone volume)

(5)

ze = me /V
(Exit mass flow per combustion zone volume)

(6)

Lci = V/As
(The first characteristic length)

(7)

τf = ρo /zi
(A characteristic flow time)

(8)
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(9)

where subscript o denotes the ambient condition,
and after normalizing pressure and temperature
with ambient conditions, Equations 2 and 4 give:

which using ρ = p/RT becomes:

1 dp p 1 dT mi − me
−
=
RT dt R T 2 dt
V

τHT = (Lc1ρo CpTo) /(hTw )
(A characteristic heat transfer time)

~
~
 1
dT
1
1  T
=γ +
+  −
dt
p
τ f τ HT τ c  ~
~

ze
1
γ To  T 2
+
(γ − 1) +

ρ o τ f τ HT Tw  ~
p


(11)

 1
d~
p
1
1   z
γ To  ~
=γ +
+ − e +
γT
dt
τ f τ HT τ c   ρ o τ HT Tw 
(12)
where the tiled denotes the normalized temperature

~

( T = T / To ) and pressure ( ~
p = p / Po ). The
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Figure 5. Comparison of calculated pressure oscillations with experimental results.

combustor exit temperature, Te, and exit pressure,
pe, at the tailpipe entrance are related to p, T in the
combustion chamber by the following isentropic
acceleration (deceleration) relations from (into) the
combustion chamber:

~ (1 − γ )u 2
Te = T +
2 γ RTo
298 - Vol. 16, No. 3, September 2003

(13)

γ

~

 1− γ
2γRToT
~
~

pe = p 
~
2 
 2 γ R ToT + (1 − γ )u 

(14)

where u is the velocity of the gas in the tailpipe,
which is obtained from Equation 25.
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Figure 6. Comparison of calculated fundamental operating frequencies with experimental values.

Combustion Sub-Model

To solve Equations
11 and 12 an expression for the instantaneous heat
release per unit volume, Q, is needed. Q is the
product of the heat of reaction, ∆Hf, and the fuel
reaction rate, Rf :
Q = ∆Hf.Rf

(15)

The value of ∆Hf for propane, the fuel used in
the combustor considered in this study, is available
in literature. Employing a one-step reaction
combustion model between fuel (subscript f) and
oxygen (subscript ox) the fuel reaction rate is given
by [17]:

volume:

r)
d
ρ Y f dV = − ∫ ρ Y f v .n ds − ∫ R f dV
∫
cv
dt cv
(17)
This equation is simplified with the same
assumptions used to derive Equation 2 from
Equation 1. Performing the indicated integrations,
under stoichiometric conditions, the resulting
equation for fuel mass fraction is:

dY f
dt

Rf =AT1/2ρ2YoxYf e-E/RT

1

τ
 c

(18)

(16)

where A is a kinetic constant, E is the activation
energy, and Yox, Yf are the instantaneous mass
fractions of fuel and oxygen in the combustion
chamber. The mass fractions are determined from a
formulation of species balance in the combustor
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= (Y f ,i

~
~
T 1 T  C p To
− Yf ) ~
−
pτf ~
p  ∆H f

where Yf,i is the inlet fuel mass fraction. Under
stoichiometric conditions Yox can be substituted
with SrYf (Sr is the stoichiometric mass ratio) in
Equation 16 and so the fuel mass fraction can be
calculated via Equation 18 alone, thus simplifying
Vol. 16, No. 3, September 2003 - 299

the analysis. Under non-stoichiometric conditions
the instantaneous oxygen mass fraction is not
proportional to the instantaneous fuel mass
fraction, and to obtain Yox an equation similar to
Equation 18 for Yox can be derived:

and Strickland-constable [19], which has been
widely used by several investigators [18,20]. The
rate of soot combustion per unit area of soot
surface is as follows:

~
~
dYox
T 1
T ze
= (Yox ,i − Yox ) ~
− Yox ~
dt
pτf
p ρo
~
~
T 1
T  C p To  1
− mox ,e ~
− Sr ~
p ρ oV
p  ∆H f  τ c

dS c  k A p ox
=
dt  1 + k 2 p ox

(19)
−1

~
Yox
p2
exp(− E / RT )
~3/ 2 Yf
Sr
T

(20)

where constant A′ is the product of kinetic constant
from Equation (16) multiplied by various other
model constants (A′ = (A.Po.Sr)/To1/2). Value for
this kinetic constant is [6]: A′ = 3.85×108 s-1.

Soot Formation Sub-Model
An empirical
soot model is used for the prediction of soot
production in the pulse combustor. In this model
the rate of soot formation is given by the following
equation [18]:

dS
θ
. exp(−E / RT )
= CS .T α .c βf .cox
dt

 g 
 3 
 cm .s 
(21)

where cf and cox stand for fuel and oxygen
concentrations, respectively, and the values of rate
constants are as follow:
CS = 4.66×1014, α = -1.94, β = 1.81, θ = -0.5
The soot combustion is modeled by the postflame oxidation expression introduced by Nagle
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 g 
 2 
 cm .s 
(22)


kT 
 ,
where: X A = 1 +
 k B p ox 

where Yox,i is the instantaneous inlet oxygen mass
fraction, mox,e is the oxygen exit mass flow and Sr =
3.64.
From Equations 15, 16, and 10 the expression
for the combustion time including the oxygen mass
fraction is:

∆H f
1
= A′
τc
C p To


. X A + k B p ox (1 − X A )


kA = 20exp(-30000/RT),
kT = 1.51×105exp (-97000/RT),
kB = 4.46×10-3exp (-15200/RT),
k2 = 21.3×105exp (4100/RT).
Multiplying Sc with the total surface area
available for oxidation per soot volume (derived
from net soot mass, soot density and mean soot
particle diameter) gives the total soot oxidation
rate. In this study a mean density of soot particle
2000 kg/m3 and a mean soot size of 25 nm [18]
was used.

Tailpipe Fluid Dynamic Sub-Model When
the momentum equation is applied to the control
volume within the tailpipe (which extends to the
ends of the tailpipe), the forces include the
pressure acting on the area at either end of the
tailpipe, and the force generated by wall friction
along the tailpipe length, Ff, are the only forces
acting in the axial direction:

(p

e

− p o )Ae + F f =

r) 
du
d
ρ dV + u  ∫ ρ dV + ∫ ρ v .nds 
∫
cs
dt tpv
 dt tpv

(23)
The term in brackets on the right side is zero
from conservation of mass. The integral of density
is approximated as the product of the tailpipe
entrance density, ρe, and the tailpipe volume. The
tailpipe velocity is normalized with a characteristic
velocity vc defined as the velocity in the tailpipe
that would exist for steady, isothermal, nonIJE Transactions A: Basics

reacting flow corresponding to the inlet mass flow
rate:

vc =

mi
m V
L
= i
= c2
ρ o Ae ρ oV Ae τ f

(24)

where Ae is the tailpipe cross-section area, and the
second length scale Lc2 is the ratio of combustion
volume to Ae. The friction force in Equation 23 is
developed from the wall shear stress in terms of a
conventional friction coefficient f as defined in
[21]. Hence Equation 23 becomes:

 RToτ f
du~ ~
= ( pe − 1)
L L
dt
 tp c 2






~
Te
L f
− c2
~
pe 2 Dtpτ f

u~ 3
u~

acoustic flows. The way that the reactants are
admitted in the combustor can affect the ignition
delay time and in turn, the phase shift between heat
release and acoustic wave [14]. The model is
extended to relate the inlet mass flow of air with
the pressure and the friction force in the inlet
tailpipe. Due to a pressure of 200 kPa injection of
fuel which takes place continuously the oscillation
in the fuel line is neglected. Measurements of the
air inlet flow suggest that the air inlet mass flow
should be modeled as a sinusoidal function [22]. In
reality the pressure in the air inlet pipe fluctuates
around the atmospheric value, while the fuel inlet
is driven by a high pressure upstream. Thus, the
inlet mass flow of the air is modeled with a
sinusoidal unsteady one.

miair = C1 + C 2 sin (2π f r t + ω )

(27)

(25)
where u~ is the tailpipe normalized velocity,
~
~
p e , Te are pressure and temperature at the tailpipe
entrance normalized with ambient conditions, Ltp
and Dtp are the tailpipe length and diameter,
respectively. With the aid of the tailpipe velocity
and using the relation me=ρeuAe, for use in
Equations 11 and 12:

Ze ~ ~
p 1
= u ~e
ρo
Te τ f

(26)

This completes the development of the model.
The simulation of the pulse combustor is achieved
by solving the system of differential Equations 11,
12, 19 and 25. The solution of the system gives
temperature, pressure, and mass fractions of fuel
and oxygen in the combustion chamber and
velocity in the tailpipe.

Inlet Mass Flow The configuration of the pulse
combustor is an open air intake. This peculiarity
makes the mixing process that governs the
operation of the pulse combustor even more
complicated. Not only there is interaction between
heat release and the acoustic wave, but there is also
coupling between the inlet mass flow and the
IJE Transactions A: Basics

where fr is the frequency of the sinusoidal inlet air
mass flow (Hz), ω is the phase of the sinusoidal
inlet mass flow (degree), and the parameters of the
sinusoidal inlets were chosen from the
experimental data. The values of the parameters
used for the inlet flows are:
C1 = 0.0105 kg/s,
C2 = (2/3) C1,
fr = 150 Hz
and ω =180°.

Modification of Sinusoidal Inlet

Since the
flow in the open inlet is coupled to the internal
flow, frequencies and amplitudes of these flows are
related. Hence, frequency changes in one of these
flows should influence the frequency of the other.
Considering experimental results, a modification to
the inlet flow is introduced to account for this
feedback effect, in that the frequency of the inlet
flow is adjusted to the internal frequency of
oscillation at each time step. In this simulation the
frequency of the inlet flow is related with a
feedback mechanism to the frequency of the
pressure oscillations in the combustion chamber,
that was found to vary from 60 up to 80 Hz ( Tw =
1000 K, h = 120 W/m2K, f = 0.03). The sensitivity
of the model to parameters C1 and C2 is now not as
strong as it was with the previous simple sinusoidal
inlet. With this updated model the simulated
Vol. 16, No. 3, September 2003 - 301

oscillations of combustion are more irregular
(Figure 5).

2. SYSTEM SOLUTION
A FORTRAN program compiled on PC calculates
the solutions of the system employing a fourthorder Runge-Kutta scheme. In the program, a time
step decrement/increment is used in order to
achieve the best compromise between speed and
accuracy of calculation. A list of geometric
parameters (correspond to the experimental
combustor) and other parameters required to run
the program is as follow:
Ambient density
1.29 kg/m3
Combustion zone volume
0.00496 m3
Surface area combustion chamber
0.17842 m2
First characteristic length
0.0278 m
Specific heat
1090 J/(kg K)
Ambient temperature
293 K
Specific heat ratio
1.374
Gas constant
287J/(kg K)
Tailpipe diameter
0.05 m
Tailpipe length
850 m
Second characteristic length
2.531 m
Heat transfer coefficient
120 W/m2K
Inlet air mass flow rate (average)
0.05875kg/s
Friction factor
0.03
Initial fuel mass fraction
∼0.06
A kinetic constant
3.85×108 m3mol-1s-1
Heat of reaction per unit fuel mass ∼33×106 J/kg

3. RESULTS
Theoretical results are performed for experimental
pulse combustor of Beale [22]. The pulse
combustor is Holmholtz type with open air inlet,
hence the inlet flow supply is unsteady. However
the model with steady inlet mass flow is initially
used for the pulse combustor. The operational load
of pulse combustor can varied between 60 to 260
kW of heat input.
Figure 2 shows the predicted pressure and
temperature in the pulse combustor for steady inlet
mass flows of fuel and air. The fuel inlet mass
302 - Vol. 16, No. 3, September 2003

fraction is 0.065 and the wall temperature is 1000
K. The figure shows temperature and pressure
oscillations from initial conditions (start-up) with
some instability to 500 ms (stable condition). The
initial pressure and temperature rises are caused by
the initial conditions and suddenly occurrence of
the reaction. However, the choice of initial
conditions doesn’t affect the final solutions. This
result would be expected on physical grounds since
the dissipative nature of friction in the tailpipe
should negate the history of start-up. For steady
inlet mass flows of fuel and air the variables of
pressure and temperature vary periodically during
the cycle of operation, which is characterized by a
frequency of oscillation.
Figure 3 focuses attention on the frequency of
oscillation and the phase shift between pressure
and temperature in the pulse combustor with
steady inlet mass flow rates. It can be seen that the
model predicts a phase shift constant through the
cycles. The predicted amplitudes of oscillations in
pulse combustor are 150 K for temperature and
about 0.25 atm for pressure.
Figure 4 presents the predicted unburned fuel
mass fraction in the pulse combustor for three
different values of the combustor wall temperature:
400 K (high heat loss), 1000 K (∼ combustor
normal condition) and 1400 K (high isolation). At
the coldest wall temperature of 400 K, the
combustion (fuel consumption) oscillation simply
dies out after about 50 ms, and the flame is
extinguished (fuel mass fraction increases sharply).
At the highest wall temperature, 1400 K, the
oscillation also dies out, but is replaced by a steady
flame. This occurs because at the high 1400 K wall
temperature, the associated higher gas temperature
serves to increase the peak reaction rate, so that
fuel consumption accelerates. The faster reactions
which result from higher gas temperatures do not
allow a surplus of fuel, so that a limited variation
in reaction rate occurs, and the oscillation
eventually dies out. Finally, for intermediate wall
temperature,
1000 K, combustion (fuel
consumption) oscillations continue. This is similar
to the results obtained by Richards et al. [13] for
the premixed combustion.
In a pulse combustor with high driving
pressure upstream of the inlet pipes, the inlet flows
are nearly steady when the inlet orifice is sized so
to ensure choked flow. However, the experimental
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Figure 7. Effect of wall temperature on soot formation rate oscillationd.

pulse combustor of Beale [22] is with open air
inlet, hence the inlet flow supply is unsteady.
Using the sinusoidal inlet air mass flow
(expression 27) for Beale’s pulse combustor the
instabilities of combustion oscillations were
predicted. Figure 5 displays the calculated pressure
oscillations of three inlet air configurations (steady
inlet flow, sinusoidal inlet flow and modified
sinusoidal inlet flow), and the comparison between
the calculated and experimental measurements
from 300 ms to1000 ms. It can be seen that with
sinusoidal air inlet flow the simulated oscillations
of pressure are irregular. Introduction of
sinusoidally varying flow of air induces
modulations of type observed in the experiments
[22]. The comparison of the predicted oscillations
of the modified sinusoidal inlet flow (coupling the
frequency of the periodic flow of air with pressure
o s c i l l a t i o n s w i t h i n t h e c o mb u s t o r ) w i t h
experimental results shows good agreement.
Figure 6 shows the comparison between
the calculated fundamental frequencies of the
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combustion chamber pressure oscillation using
modified inlet airflow with experimental
measurements for different tailpipe lengths. It is
appears that the theoretical predictions are in good
agreement with the experimental data, particularly
for longer tailpipe lengths. Both calculated and
measured results show that the fundamental
frequency increases with fuel input rate. The
frequency of the shortest tailpipe, 737 mm,
demonstrates the greatest sensitivity to fuel input
rate changes. The 940 mm and 1930 mm tailpipe
geometries exhibit relatively lower increase in the
fundamental operating frequency for changing fuel
input rates.
Figure 7 displays the calculated soot formation
rate oscillations in the pulse combustor for three
different combustor wall temperatures: 900 K,
1000 K and 1200 K, using the modified inlet air
flow. The figure shows significant influence of
wall temperature on both soot formation rate and
soot oscillation amplitude. It is seen that an
increase in wall temperature increases the soot
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Figure 8. Effect of wall temperature on soot oscillation amplitude.

formation rate in the combustion chamber. It can
be seen that at higher wall temperatures, 1000 K
and 1200 K, the soot formation rate oscillations are
not uniform and eventually die out (replaced by a
steady condition). At combustor wall temperatures,
1000 K and 1200 K, the number of soot formation
rate oscillations (before eventually dying out) was
22 and 55 respectively.
Figure 8 is a plot of the average peak-to-peak
soot amplitude (before the oscillations eventually
die out) as a function of the wall temperature (the
summation of oscillation amplitudes has been
divided by the number of oscillations). The figure
shows that as the wall temperature increases the
soot oscillation amplitude increases to a maximum
and then reduces. The maximum soot oscillation
amplitude is reached at wall temperature of 900 K.
The reduction of soot oscillation amplitude at
temperatures higher than 900 K is due to dying out
of combustion oscillations and replacing by a
steady flame (see Figure 4).
Predicted results of soot formation combustor
output with different boundary conditions (inlet air
temperature and combustor wall temperature) are
shown in Figure 9. It can be seen that the
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maximum soot formation rate is reached at
maximum inlet air temperature with highest wall
temperature. This occurs because the processes of
soot nucleation and surface growth are strongly
temperature dependent [23], and clearly, the effect
of higher wall temperature serves to increase
the internal temperature of the combustor. For
presented configuration it is seen that the predicted
peak soot formation rate is about 0.05 mg/s and
occurs at inlet air temperature = 400 K and wall
temperature 1350 K. At the coldest inlet air
temperature, 300 K, the production of soot is
negligible, regardless of the combustor temperature
is increased by wall temperature.

4. CONCLUSIONS
A homogeneous zero-dimensional model for
simulation of pulse combustion aerovalved
systems is developed and appraised against
experiments so as to incorporate a sinusoidal air
inlet mass flow coupled with pressure oscillations
within the combustor and a soot formationcombustion model. The model is validated from
IJE Transactions A: Basics

Figure 9. Effect of inlet air temperature and combustor wall temperature on soot format.

detailed experimental information on combustion
oscillations available from an aerovalved
Holmholts type firing propane. The model is able
to reproduce the most peculiar characteristics
of pulsating combustion such as amplitude
modulations and running phase shift in the timeoscillations of the variables that characterize the
pulse combustor process. As expected, the results
show that soot emission from pulse combustors
firing propane is very low particularly with
ambient temperature of inlet air and normal
combustor wall temperatures. At high wall and
inlet air temperatures an increase in wall or inlet
air temperature strongly increases the soot mass
fraction.
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